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Medicine for the man for 7 days.
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15 ml of only the Medicine (without mixing Kashayam) at 4 pm in the evening. 

Important: No baths during 7 days. All 3 meals to be warm rice gruel only. You can have boiled yam, raw banana & 

horse gram seasoned with pepper and induppu ( potassium chloride used in Ayurveda and not to be confused with 

normal cooking salt or rock salt). You can also have roasted pappad (no oil). Complete rest is a must during these 7 days. 

Since there will be frequent bowel movement during these days, you should use only warm water for the bathroom 

needs. You may drink warm tea, jeera water & rice gruel water.

On the 8th day, you can take bath in the afternoon and no medicine needs to be taken on this day. 

The above mentioned diet is to be followed on the 8th day as well.

Warm 75 ml Kashayam and mix 15 ml Medicine and have on empty stomach early in the morning. Have 

Medicine for the woman for the first 7 days.
(Kashayam + Medicine to be mixed and had with Kashayam)

seasoned with pepper powder. You can have warm rice and pepper rasam in the afternoon.

On these days, baths are allowed only in the afternoons. Follow the same diet plan for another 2 days (after the 7days

of medicine)

Medicine for the woman during menstruation. (small bottle)

One bottle medicine is for one month’s cycle. Starting from the 2nd day of menstruation, take 15 ml medicine before 

bedtime for 4 days. Continue this medication during every following menstruation cycle. Diet has to be as per the

first 7 days of the medication course (No:1). Baths are allowed in the evening only. Follow the same diet plan on 

the 5th day as well.
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Have 15 ml of medicine in the morning on empty stomach as well as before bedtime.

Important: Have warm rice gruel in the morning and night time with boiled yam, raw banana & bitter gourd 
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Procedure for having the medicine by the woman starting from the 9th day for the next 7 days. 

seasoned with pepper powder. You can have warm rice and pepper rasam in the afternoon.

On these days, baths are allowed only in the afternoons. Follow the same diet plan for another 2 days (after the 7days

of medicine)

Have 15 ml of medicine in the morning on empty stomach as well as before bedtime.

Important: Have warm rice gruel in the morning and night time with boiled yam, raw banana, bitter gourd 

No:6 of the powder medicine mixed in warm milk and have daily before bedtime. Avoid non veg, curd, butter milk during

dinner. Smoking and drinking should be completely avoided. One bottle of powder medicine is for one month. 

Drink plenty of boiled and cooled water during the day.
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After completing the 7 days medicine course (No:5) and diet plan, starting from the 10th day onwards, take 1 teaspoon 

Procedure of having the ‘powder medicine’ for the man.

Follow all instructions and diet plan strictly. Nothing other than what is mentioned above
should be included in the diet plan or daily restrictions for effective results. 

Please contact over the phone for any clarifications.
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